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DICTIONARIES
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Standard and usage—is a woid indicated as obsolete, colloquial, etc ?
Encyclopedic information
Synonyms and antonyms
Illustrations
Abbreviations—to what extent included, and how, le , in sepaiate list or in main
alphabet?
 6	Special types of words included in addition to the ordinary vocabulary, i e t
Christian names, foreign phrases, biographical lists, geographical names, etc   To what
extent are these included, and wheie—in main alphabet or in appended lists ?
 7	Special features
Dictionaries of the English language have been divided rathei arbitral ily, according
to their place of compilation and publication, into Ameiican dictionaiies and English
dictionaries Of course both types cover the same field, the English language as a whole,
and conform, in the main, to the same standards, but theie aie ccitam minor diffeiences
In cases wheie there are known differences in spelling, pronunciation, meaning, etc , each
dictionary will generally give both usages, but the English woik will piefcr the English
usage or form, while the Ameiican woik will prefer the American An American dic-
tionary generally includes more Americanisms, an English dictionary, moie local English
terms, colonial words, etc
American
There is, at piesent, no compiehensive
dictionary of American English Various
dictionaries of Americanisms include Amei-
ican slang- and marked peculiarities of
usage, and general English dictionaries of
American origin, such as Webster, the
Standard, etc, give both American and
British usage, with illustrative quotations
from American as well as British wiiters,
but no one of these is strictly a dictionary
of American English To supply this lack
an entirely new work, A dictionary of
American English on historical principles,
is now being compiled under the editorship
of Sir William Craigie, since 1908 editor-
m-chief of the Oxford English dictionary
This will cover the whole vocabulary of the
English language as used in America from
the 17th century to the present, with illus-
trative quotations from American writers
and records For some account of this see
"The historical dictionary of American
English" by W A Craigie, in the English
Journal 15 13-23, January 1926
For a detailed study and comparison of
the principal American dictionaries consult
American dictionaries, by Stewart Archer
Steger Baltimore, Furst, 1913 131p
 Century dictionaiy and cyclopedia with
a new atlas of the world N Y, Century
fcl911] 12v il , pi (part col) maps,
charts 31cm o p	423
1st ed 1889-91, 6v , T&ith two supplementary volumes,
Cyclopedia of names, 1891, and Atlas 1897, partially
revised from time to time and plates alteied by the
cutting out of some of the original material and the
insertion of new information, but never entirely revised
and reset Revisions to note especially are (1) Ed of
1901, lOv , vl-8, Dictionary, v 9, Names, v 10, Atlas,
(2) two supplementary volumes published 1909, num-
bered v 11-12 to continue the 1901 ed and containing
about 100,000 new words, senses, and phrases and a 92
page supplement to the Cyclopedia of names, (3) the
1911 ed , 12v
vl-10, Dictionary, v 11, Cyclopedia of names, v 12,
Atlas
Printed from the same plates as the caiher editions
but with alterations in the plates to include a consider-
able amount of new material In addition theie is bound
at the end of each volume the coi responding poition of
the alphabet from the two supplementary volumes pub-
lished 1909, making two alphabets in each volume linked
together by cross-refeiences
The most compiehensive and detailed Ameiican dic-
tionary and the best example of the encyclopedic type
Its special features are its free inclusion and careful
treatment of the technical terms of the various sciences,
arts, trades and professions, its excellent illustiatioris
and plates, and, particularly, the large amount of ency-
clopedic material included This last feature makes the
work almost as much an encyclopedia as a dictionary
New Century dictionary of the English
language, based on matter selected from

